Alicia Allen

The Class of 1994 is meeting and we need to stay close as a class and close to MIT. As your president, helping all of us stay together and stay strong at MIT. We will be facing new and interesting challenges as we begin our professional careers or continue on with our education. Many of us will be starting families. Some of us will even become civic business leaders. Our opportunities will open us across the country and the world. This does not mean, however, that your connection to MIT and the Class of 1994 has to end. It will not if you elect the right class leadership for the next five years. As a 3-year graduate class of MIT, we will be significantly significant force in shaping MIT and the world.

A united class requires strong leadership. Leadership experienced in getting its message out to all members of the class. Leadership experienced in marshaling the resources of a class has no equal. Leadership that has the will, experience, and imagination to gather initiatives that will benefit the class. Leadership that will take initiatives through to successful completion. Finally, the leadership you elect should be familiar with and experienced at using the resources that the MIT Alumni Association has to offer.

I believe that I describe this better than the other candidates running for President of our class. In the last four years, I have led two of our class' largest initiatives: the Class Ring Program and the Senior Gift Program. It is not an easy task to communicate with a group of one thousand people, get their opinions, and turn their ideas into real results. My candidates have done that in both of these programs. I also offer you four years of experience with the Alumni Association as an intern, Vice-President for the Alumni Relations of the Student Alumni Council, and Senior Gift Chair. I have worked with resources and alumni student council activities and understand what makes them a success. In short, I am the only candidate for President who offers you both expertise and leadership of the MIT Alumni Association.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.

Patti Dunlavey

Walter Babiec

Sara Venkataraman

Statement not provided by candidate.

Sita Venkataraman

They all say '94!! Yes, I'm running for Class President once again, but this time I'm running for the 5-Year Council. I have served on the Class of '94 Council for the past 2 years as Under secretary. I will be graduating this year, and I would like to continue enriching your lives as the President of the 5-Year Council.

If elected, I will be sure to maintain and distribute periodically an updated listing of addresses of all the members of our class so that we can continue each other as we wish to do. I also hope to put out a regular newsletter which will feature updates on the latest ventures and accomplishments of individuals and members of the Class of '94. In addition, I will maintain close correspondence with the Senior Gift Committee and the Class of '94 Council to ensure that steady progress is made on the installation of the '94 Class Gift. For the past year I have been very active in the social life of the MIT community and I believe that I can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will be finishing our first four years of college can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Patti Dunlavey for Class of 1994 President.

Elizabeth (Beth) I. Madden

I am very interested in the opportunity to serve president of the class of 1995. I have set forth many of the new items, namely, to increase class interaction class sponsored events and to make our last days at MIT (Senior Week) memorable ones.

I have organized many parties at MIT including Strat's Rats and the Burton Third's XXIIIrd Annual Alumnae Weekend. I therefore feel that I would be the most qualified person to organize our fifth year reunion. Welcome to Our Weekend — 1999 style.

I am very knowledgeable about computers and the Internet and I would like to see them utilized in keeping us in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT. I have organized many parties at MIT including Strat's Rats and the Burton Third's XXIIIrd Annual Alumnae Weekend. I therefore feel that I would be the most qualified person to organize our fifth year reunion. Welcome to Our Weekend — 1999 style.

The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will be finishing our first four years of college can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.

Mike King

Statement not provided by candidate.

Jennifer Chu

In order for us to have an awesome Senior Weekend we need to go all out in preparing a memorable weekend for all. The class council's goal for the next year should be to have a successful Senior Week that the seniors can look back on with fondness. In order to achieve such an event, we need to plan it in a way that includes all of the seniors.

The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will be finishing our first four years of college can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.

Quentin E. Walker

Rama Chiruvolu

As Vice-President of the Class of 1993, I went to class to come together to enjoy our final year. We need a meaningful events to mark our Senior Year. These be social, study breaks, formal, and picnics Class Council.

Senior Gift: Our senior gift is our legacy to MIT. I will work with the Senior Gift Committee to ensure a successful implementation of our gift at MIT.

Vote for dedication — Vote for Patti Dunlavey! I’ll keep going and going and going...

Vice-President of the Class of 1994. I have to lose a lot and I am very familiar with the process of pulling event successfully. And let me tell you, I’ve got BIG names a few things to counter that thought — the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.

The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will be finishing our first four years of college can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.

But I have a point... The Class of 1994 are all unique — you, me, and everyone else. We all have something to offer. What we need to do is to come together and work as a team. We need to plan an event that will be memorable for all of us. I therefore feel that I would be the most qualified person to organize our fifth year reunion. Welcome to Our Weekend — 1999 style.

I am very interested in the opportunity to serve president of the class of 1995. I have set forth many of the new items, namely, to increase class interaction class sponsored events and to make our last days at MIT (Senior Week) memorable ones.

I have organized many parties at MIT including Strat's Rats and the Burton Third's XXIIIrd Annual Alumnae Weekend. I therefore feel that I would be the most qualified person to organize our fifth year reunion. Welcome to Our Weekend — 1999 style.

The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will be finishing our first four years of college can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.

The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will be finishing our first four years of college can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch with each other. I have been very active in the social life here at MIT.

Let us work together to communicate and stay active over the next five years. My administration will see to it that you visit us at your local alumni club. We will be committed to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally, we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni clubs, and future students. No one that you are leaving MIT, class leadership means something different. Graduate to the next level of leadership. Vote Alicia Allen for Class of 1994 President.